
How attractive is the Ruhr Area 

for real estate developments?
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Rüttenscheid

Beautiful innercity neighbourhoods



Rüttenscheid

High quality new residential areas

with beautiful green landscapes around



Households

1 Berlin 2010628

2 Hamburg 964342

3 München 847327

4 Köln 574997

5 Frankfurt 412799

6 Stuttgart 342740

7 Düsseldorf 333099

8 Leipzig 328341

9 Dortmund 310274

10 Essen 308445

11 Hannover 304819

12 Dresden 304163

13 Bremen 301123

14 Nürnberg 273135

15 Duisburg 255600

16 Bochum 191560

17 Wuppertal 178282

18 Bielefeld 172533

19 Karlsruhe 169870

20 Bonn 168942

3 cities in the Ruhr area belong to the 20 biggest in Germany

Amsterdam : 475.000 households

Rotterdam:  328.000 households

The Hague:  268.000 households

Utrecht: 175.000 households

Eindhoven:  120.000 households



MOSAIC-population structure: 
Ruhrarea: high percentage of blue collar

workers (with german income levels),

and 10-20%  upperclass and  middle class



Income structure of households in the Ruhr area

compared with Cologne/Düsseldorf



The potential of students in the Ruhr area

Die Zahlen der Universität Duisburg-Essen umfassen bis 2016 auch den Standort Duisburg

Rotterdam 66.000

Utrecht 65.000

Eindhoven 32.000 



Public transport: very good inside the Ruhrcities, the systems

between cities need improvement

Improvement of connection

to office park Bredenez

New east-west 

connection in 2025

2 extensions to the

south in planing

New connections to

the Westfalenhütte in 

planing



Road infrastructure between the Ruhrcities is good,

but the conditions inside the cities are problematic

New connection A44



Residential Market Weathermap for the Ruhr area



New residential projects in the Ruhr area



Building production in Essen, Bochum and Dortmund

Amsterdam: 7.000

Rotterdam:  6.000

Utrecht:  4.500

Essen:1.200

Bochum: 800

Dortmund: 1.600



Plenty of building land in Dortmund available



Dutch houses mostly preferred

by citizens in the Ruhr Area



Employment in Dortmund is growing



The growth of the employment in Essen
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Can the Dutch solve the retail crisis in the Ruhr area ?



Metropole Ruhr compared with Brabantstad:

one identity or different images?



✓ The Ruhr Area is not a metropole: people have moved into this area because of work, not 

because they like to live in a big city. The quality of life is based on the special local 

atmosphere of each of the neighborhoods, with healthy and green areas just round the 

corner.

✓ Between the big cities are not so many differences, these are more visible between 

neighborhoods. The citizens have strong tights with their neighborhood for services, social 

contacts, and retail, they do not have strong feelings with their city, which they only need 

for work. One exception: football!

✓ For the location of new business is the availability of good housing in attractive areas very 

important. And there are enough opportunities in almost all municipalities.

✓ The quality of the retail structure is poor, many shopping streets will not survive the Corona 

crisis. This situation offers great opportunities for the development of new retail concepts.

Our perspective on the Ruhr area



✓ Think Ruhr Metropole, but act local 

✓ Partnerships between local government and private developers are not usual

✓ Planning procedures and building permits are very complex and you need patience

✓ If you have all the permits, you are 100% sure of your business

✓ For most developments, the local governments require architectural or planning 

competitions

✓ Governmental institutions have not the same level of digitalization as in the 

Netherlands

Differences of doing real estate business between the

Netherlands and the Ruhr area



➢ The residential real estate market offers many opportunities in almost all price 

levels

➢ Land for new developments is everywhere in the Ruhr area available, in some 

areas to good price conditions

➢ The retail sector is strongly deprecated, high demand for new concepts and 

solutions

➢ The Dutch way of doing business (partnerships, say what you want to say, 

solution-oriented instead of looking for problems) is a good mentality to be 

successful in the Ruhr area

➢ See the Ruhr Area not as one metropole, but as a pearl necklace with many 

beautiful spots for commercial and residential development, mainly for an 

interesting local market.

Opportunities und perspectives




